Detecting disease genes of non-small lung cancer based on consistently differential interactions.
Systematic identification of causal disease genes can shed light on the mechanisms underlying complex diseases and provide crucial information to develop efficient biomarkers or design suitable therapies. The present paper describes a novel approach to detect potential disease genes for lung cancer, based on consistently differential interaction (CDI) scheme from heterogeneous disease datasets. In particular, reliable disordered regulations in disease states were discovered by identifying the CDIs, from which the disease genes were further detected based on their topological structures on the network. As an application of the CDI-based method, the RNA-seq data of two subtypes of non-small lung cancer were used to identify CDIs from normal to cancer onset. The results of analysis well agree with the prior knowledge as well as the experiments, thereby implying the predictive power of the CDI-based method. The comparison with other approaches also indicated the superiority of the CDI-based method in terms of accuracy and effectiveness on detecting disease-specific genes for lung cancer and metastasis. In contrast to conventional molecular biomarkers, the identified CDIs as novel network biomarkers or edge biomarkers can be applied to predict patient survival for both subtypes of lung cancers, and the interactions among CDIs can be further used as new edgetic targets for network drug design. In addition, a potential molecular mechanism was developed to explain the key roles of the identified CDIs in lung cancer and metastasis from a network perspective.